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Nitrogen-doped porous biochar (NPB) with a large specific surface area, wide pore size distribution, graphitized
structure, nitrogen doping, and hydrophobicity was fabricated by high-temperature modification of algal biochar
with potassium carbonate. This NPB was then uniformly coated on stainless steel wire as a novel solid-phase
microextraction (SPME) fiber. The extraction efficiency of NPB-coated fiber for seven chlorobenzenes (CBs)
was excellent; it was 1.0–112.2 times higher than that of commercial SPME fibers. A trace determination method
was developed for seven CBs in water with the optimized extraction conditions by NPB-coated fiber and gas
chromatography–electron capture detector, which showed wide linear ranges (1–1000 ng L− 1), low detection
limits (0.007–0.079 ng L− 1), great repeatability (2.5–6.5% for intra-day, and 3.1–6.8% for inter-day), and
excellent reproducibility (3.5–6.3%, n = 5). The practicality of the developed method was evaluated using real
water samples and showed great recoveries (89.55–105.19%). This study showed that low-cost biomass wastes
could be converted to advanced biochar materials by a facile method, and displayed excellent performance in
SPME applications.
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1. Introduction
Chlorobenzenes (CBs), which are typical organic pollutants, are
extensively applied as important, fundamental chemical agents in in
dustry (dielectric fluids, flame retardants and intermediates), agricul
ture (herbicides and pesticides) and households (toilet deodorizers,
rubbers and dyestuffs) (Zhu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2014). However, CBs
are also highly toxic and hydrophobic organic compounds that can un
dergo biological amplification and cause serious harm to humans
(Nguyen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016). Unfortunately, CBs are volatile
organic pollutants that are easily transferred and are widely distributed
in the global environment (Yuan et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2018). Because
of the high hydrophobicity of CBs, their current concentrations in
aquatic environments are always at trace level (Lhotsky et al., 2017). In
addition, any determination method will be affected by various complex
impurities in real environmental matrices (Bagheri et al., 2018). Hence,

judging whether an aquatic environment is polluted by CBs is necessary
for safeguarding human health but remains an immense challenge.
Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) is a promising technology for
analyzing trace-level CBs in water environments (Godage and Gion
friddo, 2019). SPME integrates sampling, concentrating, and purifying
steps (Pang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019b). Therefore, just one step is
needed for analysis and offers the advantages of being simple, conve
nient, and efficient while avoiding potential deviations in individual
steps (Sajid et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). Moreover, SPME exhibits an
excellent enrichment capacity, which can greatly enhance the sensitivity
(Du et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2018). In addition, the head-space SPME
mode can be utilized to avoid direct contact with real water samples,
which decreases the interference of various complex impurities (Rey
es-Garces et al., 2018). Generally, the SPME fiber coating has a key role
in the enrichment of CBs (Yang et al., 2019; Piri-Moghadam et al., 2017).
However, the commercial SPME fibers were extremely expensive, and
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the number of usages was generally limited. Moreover, the analysis of
trace-level CBs in aqueous solution needed sensitive SPME fiber.
Therefore, it is necessary to seek ideal materials as lab-made SPME fiber
coating to reduce costs, improve sensitivity, and further promote the
popularity of SPME of CBs (Murtada, 2020; Suwannakot et al., 2020;
Lashgari and Yamini, 2019).
Biochar, which is derived from the pyrolysis of agro-forest biomass
waste in limited oxygen conditions, has drawn considerable attention in
environmental science because of its low cost, excellent resistance, and
high sorption capacity for pollutants (Palansooriya et al., 2019; Mohan
et al., 2014). Recently, many algae-derived biochars have been prepared
and applied in various scopes as algal resources are low-cost, abundant
and renew rapidly (Cheng et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2020). The utilization of algae, such as Ulva lactuca, can also reduce the
potential environmental burden from a typical marine ecological prob
lem: large-scale green tides (Kumar et al., 2020; Qu et al., 2020).
Interestingly, algae, as contained lots of protein, could be used to
directly prepared nitrogen (N)-doped biochar (NB) by carbonization
without the use of nitrogenous chemical reagent (Choi et al., 2020; Tan
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2018). N doping can form π− π bond, and
enhance electron acceptor/donor interaction between biochars and
organic pollutants that contain benzene rings (Xiao et al., 2018). Can NB
from algae be utilized as a low-cost SPME fiber coating for efficiently
extracting CBs? However, related investigations are lacking.
Generally, the pore structure of NB derived from algae is always
undeveloped as algae lack the lignin content (Wan et al., 2020; Poo
et al., 2018). It would limit the pore filling of CBs on NB. Modifying
biochar for desired properties always is a feasible strategy to improve
the application performance (Yan et al., 2020; Wang and Wang, 2019).
Hence, can the SPME performance for CBs be enhanced by modifying
NB? Generally, the high specific surface area of biochar with micropores
can provide a large number of sorption sites, and meso/macropores can
provide excellent mass transfer routes for CBs (Lv et al., 2019; Shen and
Zhang, 2019). Therefore, it is an important breakthrough point to
expand the pore structure of NB for the efficient SPME of CBs. The
one-step operation by high-temperature modification of precursor with
a chemical activator is a simple, convenient, low-cost and efficient
method for developing the pore structure of the product (Xiao et al.,
2020; Spessato et al., 2019). Moreover, potassium carbonate (K2CO3),
which is a noncorrosive activation agent, was recently proposed to
expand the pore structure of the precursor for a ’green’ process (San
tos-Clotas et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2018). In addition, graphitization
degree and hydrophobicity of NB may also be improved in
high-temperature conditions, and increase the SPME capacity of CBs by
the π-π stacking and partition effect (Wang et al., 2016b). The role of N
on strong π-π stacking would be further enhanced due to the increased
graphene structure (Xiao et al., 2018).
Based on these views, Ulva lactuca was employed as a precursor to
prepare NB. After K2CO3 modification at high temperatures, an
advanced N-doped porous biochar (NPB) was synthesized and charac
terized for the first time. A NPB-coated SPME fiber was subsequently
prepared and compared with commercial SPME fibers in terms of their
extraction capacity for CBs. After optimizing the SPME conditions and
evaluating the linearity, sensitivity, repeatability and reproducibility, a
trace-level determination method for CBs was developed and applied in
real water samples.

obtained from Accustandard Inc. (Connecticut, United States). Cyclo
hexane (≥ 99.5%), K2CO3 (≥ 99.0%), NaCl (≥ 99.5%) and hydrochloric
acid (guaranteed reagent) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). Ultra-pure water (R ≥18 MΩ) was
produced by the Millipore Water Purification System (Alsace, France).
Acetone (chromatographic grade) was obtained from Merck KGaA
(Darmstadt, Germany). A polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-coated gasket
was obtained from ANPEL Laboratory Technologies Inc. (Shanghai,
China). Silicone gel was purchased from Sika Ltd. (Guangdong, China).
Stainless steel wire (diameter, 127 µm) was obtained from Small Parts
Inc. (Florida, United States). Commercial SPME fibers, including poly
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) fiber (coating thickness, 30 µm), polyacrylate
(PA) fiber (coating thickness, 85 µm), carboxen/PDMS (CAR/PDMS)
fiber (coating thickness, 75 µm), and SPME manual holder were pur
chased from Supelco Inc. (Pennsylvania, United States). SPME hollow
tubes were produced by XTrust Ltd. (Shanghai, China). A heated mag
netic stirrer (MS400) was obtained from BANTE Instrument Ltd.
(Shanghai, China).

2. Materials and methods

The specific surface area and pore size distribution were investigated
by N2 adsorption/desorption experiments using an ASAP 2020 instru
ment (Micromeritics Instrument Corp., Georgia, United States). Pores
distribution and graphene stripe were observed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (FEI TECNAI F20; FEI, Hillsboro, United States). The
graphitization degree was investigated by Raman spectroscopy using an
inVia-Reflex instrument (Renishaw, London, UK). The element compo
sition (C, H and N) was analyzed by an EA 112 CHN elemental analyzer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, United States), and the O was

2.2. Synthesis of the nitrogen-doped porous biochar
Dried Ulva lactuca powder was placed in a tubular muffle furnace.
The temperature was increased to 500 ◦ C at 5 ◦ C min− 1 and kept for 4 h.
The N2 (≥ 99.999%) flow was controlled at 400 mL min− 1 to guarantee
oxygen-limited conditions. After cooling to room temperature, the black
residue was ground into powder that passed a 200 mesh sieve (75 µm) to
obtain NB. NB was then mixed with K2CO3 at a K2CO3/algal biochar
mass ratio of 4 and heated in a tubular muffle furnace. The temperature
was increased to 900 ◦ C at 5 ◦ C min− 1 and held for 1 h (Yang et al., 2020;
Santos-Clotas et al., 2019; Li et al., 2015). The N2 (≥ 99.999%) flow was
also controlled at 400 mL min− 1. After cooling to room temperature, a
black residue was ground into powder that passed a 200 mesh sieve (75
µm). The collected carbon material was washed by hydrochloric acid to
remove potassium salts that embed in the pore structure. Subsequently,
the material was washed with deionized water to remove redundant
hydrochloric acid and dried at 90 ◦ C. NPB was obtained.
2.3. Preparation of the nitrogen-doped porous biochar-coated fiber
The lab-made SPME fiber was prepared in a fume hood by a modified
glue method according to reported studies (Zheng et al., 2018). Stainless
steel wire, which is employed as the SPME fiber supporter, was cleaned
by ultrasonic in acetone solvent (30 ◦ C, 15 min, 40 kHz) and dried at
105 ◦ C for 1 h. Silicone gel (0.25 g) was immersed in cyclohexane sol
vent. After ultrasonic treatment (30 ◦ C, 30 min, 40 kHz), the supernatant
of silicone gel was collected and put into a centrifuge tube. The cleaned
stainless steel wire was immersed into the supernatant of the silicone
gel, rotated and immediately removed. The extra silicone gel on the
stainless steel wire was removed by a sheet of weigh paper. Subse
quently, silicone gel-coated stainless steel wire was immersed in NPB
powder, rotated and solidified at 90 ◦ C for 20 min. After repeating these
steps two times, a lab-made NPB-coated fiber was obtained. This fiber
was fastened in a SPME hollow tube and cut into 1 cm pieces, which is
the same length as that of commercial SPME fibers.
2.4. Characterization methods

2.1. Materials and reagents
Ulva lactuca was collected from Ningbo (Zhejiang, China). Model
CBs, including 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (135-TCB), 1,2,4-trichloroben
zene (124-TCB), 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene (123-TCB), 1,2,3,4-tetrachloro
benzene (1234-TeCB), 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (1245-TeCB),
pentachlorobenzene (PeCB) and hexachlorobenzene (HCB), were
2
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Fig. 1. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (a) and pore size distributions (b) of the nitrogen-doped biochar (NB) and nitrogen-doped porous biochar (NPB).

determined by a mass balance. The surface element composition and
valence state were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) using an ESCALAB 250XI instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Massachusetts, United States). Surface functional groups were detected
using Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with a Nicolet
5700 FTIR Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts,
United States). The surface morphology was observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images using a HITACHI SU8010 instrument
(Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

extraction process was allowed to progress for an optimized time while
the fiber was heated and stirred by a hotplate with a magnetic stirrer.
Subsequently, the SPME fiber was withdrawn into the SPME tube,
removed from the brown bottle, and inserted into the injection port of a
gas chromatography (GC) instrument (Agilent 7890b) for the thermal
desorption of CBs. A HP-5 column (30 m × 0.32 mm i.d. × 0.25 µm) and
an electron capture detector (ECD) were employed to separate and
quantify the CBs (Asati et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2019; Crucello et al.,
2020). Specifically, the column oven temperature was initially 60 ◦ C for
1 min, increased to 210 ◦ C at 15 ◦ C min− 1 and then kept at this tem
perature for 1 min. The temperature in the ECD was 310 ◦ C, and high
purity N2 (≥ 99.999%) was utilized as the carrier gas. The total time for
the separation and quantification of CBs by GC-ECD was 12 min. The
tested concentration of CBs ranged from 1 to 1000 ng L− 1.

2.5. Solid-phase microextraction procedure and gas chromatography
analysis
The SPME tube, which contains SPME fiber was fixed on a SPME
manual holder and conditioned at 270 ◦ C for 2 h with N2 flow (100 mL
min− 1) prior to application. The head-space mode of SPME was adopted
in this work (Kamgang Nzekoue et al., 2020). In brief, 10 mL water
sample was filtered through a 0.45 µm cellulose microporous filter
membrane into a 20 mL brown bottle, a PTFE-coated stirrer was added,
and the sample was covered with a hollow lid that contains a
PTFE-coated gasket. The SPME tube punctured the gasket and pushed
out the SPME fiber, which was placed over the water surface. The

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of the nitrogen-doped porous biochar
The N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms were employed to analyze
the pore structure of NB and NPB (Fig. 1a). Ⅳ isotherm for NB and I/Ⅳ
isotherm for NPB were observed, which indicated that mesopore/

Fig. 2. Raman spectroscopy of the nitrogen-doped biochar (NB) (a) and nitrogen-doped porous biochar (NPB) (b) (arylalkyl ether, S2; defect bands and small ordered
fused benzene rings, D; methyl group and small amorphous carbon, V1; aromatics with 3–5 rings, G1; highly ordered sp2 graphitic carbon, G; AD, area of the D-band
peak; AG, area of the G-band peak; A(V1+G1), area of the V1-band and G1-band peak).
3
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lignocellulosic waste biochars (Santos-Clotas et al., 2019). It is may
because that the algae possess developed ventilation structure that
composed by various mesopores. Based algal biomass and K2CO3
modification method, the advanced micro/mesoporous NPB were pre
pared. This study indicated that precursor is crucial on the development
of pore structure for biochars. TEM images confirmed that many nano
pores continued to be distributed in the NB and NPB (Fig. S1) (Hou et al.,
2015). Moreover, NPB contained substantially more nanopores than NB,
which was consistent with the results of N2 adsorption/desorption iso
therms. The graphene stripes in NB and NPB indicated that they con
tained graphene structures (Wan et al., 2019b). In addition, the larger
amounts of graphene strip in NPB indicated that it was highly graphi
tized. Raman spectra were further employed to analyze the graphitiza
tion degree. For both NB and NPB, the Raman spectra could be
deconvoluted into five characteristic peaks, including arylalkyl ether
(S2), defect bands and small ordered fused benzene rings (D), methyl
group and small amorphous carbon (V1), aromatics with 3–5 rings (G1),
and highly ordered sp2 graphitic carbon (G) (Fig. 2) (Wan et al., 2019b;
Sevilla et al., 2017). The area ratios of the D-band peak to the G-band
peak were calculated: 2.19 for NB and 1.79 for NPB. This result indi
cated that the process of activation using K2CO3 at high temperatures
was beneficial for forming graphene structures, which are consistent
with the TEM results. The graphitization degree of NPB was higher than
the reported graphitic biochar (Sun et al., 2020). Moreover, the area
ratios of the D-band peak to the sum of the V1-band and G1-band peaks in
NB was lower than that in NPB, which confirmed the high graphitization
degree of NPB with ordered sp2 graphitic carbon.
The total element composition was shown in Table 1. The C, H, N and
O were 58.46%, 2.85%, 3.47% and 35.22%, respectively, for NB and
75.75%, 1.58%, 1.53% and 21.14%, respectively, for NPB. Obviously,
both NB and NPB contained a high N content, which is consistent with
reported algal biochar (Choi et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2018; Poo et al.,
2018). Moreover, C was increased, and H/C was decreased during the
K2CO3 modification process, which indicated that aromatization and

Table 1
Elemental composition and atomic ratios of nitrogen-doped biochar (NB) and
nitrogen-doped porous biochar (NPB).
Sample

C/%

H/%

N/%

O/%

(O+N)/C

O/C

H/C

NB
NPB

58.46
75.75

2.85
1.58

3.47
1.53

35.22
21.14

0.66
0.3

0.6
0.28

0.05
0.02

Note: C, H, N, and O values are wt% on a dry basis. H/C and O/C values are the
molar ratio.

macropore and micro/mesopore/macropore were presented in NB and
NPB, respectively. The specific surface area was then analyzed based on
the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller model. NPB had a value of 1733.56 m2 g− 1,
which was 277 times higher than that of NB of 6.26 m2 g− 1. The pore size
distribution was further investigated based on the non-local density
functional theory (Fig. 1b). Compared to NB, many micropores were
formed in NPB, and its maximum volume was 0.58 cm3 g− 1. The
amounts of mesopore in NPB were also higher than those in NB, and the
pore volumes of mesopore in NPB and NB were 0.74 cm3 g− 1 and 0.02
cm3 g− 1, respectively. The total pore volume of NPB showed a 71-fold
increase compared with NB. Moreover, the proportion of various pore
widths was changed, and the average pore widths were 10.86 nm and
3.27 nm for NB and NPB, respectively. The large surface area, high pore
volume, and wide pore size distribution in NPB confirmed that K2CO3
activation in high temperatures was an extremely practicable method
for improving the pore structure of NB. The decomposition of NB and
subsequent gas release of the produced CO2 and CO, with the reaction
between salts/gas/metal oxide and NB and subsequent gas release of the
produced CO2 and CO, might directly form pores (Santos-Clotas et al.,
2019; Deng et al., 2015). After acid washing, the pores occupied by K
and K2O could be converted into available pores. Compared with re
ported algal biochars, NPB also displayed excellent pore structure
(Wang et al., 2020; Poo et al., 2018). Moreover, the mesopore volume of
NPB showed 24–37 times higher than the reported K2CO3 modified

Fig. 3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra (a, d), C 1 s high-resolution XPS spectra (b, e) and N 1 s high-resolution XPS spectra (c, f) for nitrogen-doped
porous biochar (NPB) and nitrogen-doped biochar (NB).
4
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carbonization process (Santos-Clotas et al., 2019). Moreover, the C
content of NPB was higher than reported algal biochars, and the H
content of NPB was lower than reported algal biochars, which indicated
K2CO3 modification process could enhance the hydrophobicity of algal
biochars (Choi et al., 2020).
The surface element composition was further investigated by XPS
spectra (Fig. 3), and in accordance with the total element analysis. Both
NPB and NB contained a high N content, which is consistent with re
ported algal biochars (Tan et al., 2020; Poo et al., 2018). The proportion
of C in NPB was higher than that in NB, and the proportion of O and N in
NPB was lower than that in NB. This result might be attributed to the
notion that high-temperature activation by K2CO3 promoted the further
aromatization of algal biochar and destroyed the surface functional
groups (Wan et al., 2019a). The C peak could be further fitted by three
peaks in NPB and NB, including C–C/C˭C (284.8 eV), C–O (285.8 eV)
and π–π* transition (288.3 eV) (Fig. 3b and e) (Sun et al., 2020). The
proportion of C–C/C˭C (76.11%) in NPB was higher than that in NB
(58.00%), which indicated that NPB exhibited more aromatization and
hydrophobicity than NB (Wang et al., 2016b; Chen et al., 2008).
Moreover, the proportion of π–π* transition (27.44%) and C–O (14.56%)
in NB were higher than that in NPB (12.59% for π–π* transition and
11.30% for C–O). These results may be attributed to the notion that NB
contained more surface functional groups than NPB (Sun et al., 2019).
For NPB and NB, the high-resolution N 1 s spectra consisted of four
peaks that were assigned to pyridinic-N (N-6) at 398.0 eV, pyrrolic-N (N5) at 399.7 eV, quaternary-N (N-Q) at 400.8 eV, and oxidized-N (N-X) at
402.5 eV (Fig. 3c and f) (Wan et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2016). This
finding exhibited that the N atoms within amino groups of algae could
be converted to N-6, N-5, N-Q and N-X during the carbonization process.

Fig. 4. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy of the nitrogen-doped biochar
(NB) and nitrogen-doped porous biochar (NPB).

hydrophobicity were increased (Wang et al., 2014). In addition, the
decrease in (O+N)/C and O/C from NB to NPB confirmed that the NPB
contained less polar functional groups and high hydrophobicity (Chen
et al., 2008). Compared with K2CO3 modification lignocellulosic waste
biochars, the C content of NPB was relative low. It is may because the
main composition of protein was easily decomposed during the

Fig. 5. Scanning electron microscopy images of the nitrogen-doped biochar-coated fiber (a and c) and nitrogen-doped porous biochar-coated fiber (b and d).
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3.3. Solid-phase microextraction performance and mechanisms
Three commercial SPME fibers, including PDMS fiber, PA fiber and
CAR/PDMS fiber, were employed as the criterion to evaluate the
extraction performance of the lab-made NB-coated fiber and NPB-coated
fiber (Fig. 6). PDMS fiber and PA fiber extract CBs by the partition effect
because of their high hydrophobicity (Li et al., 2019a; Piri-Moghadam
et al., 2017). CAR/PDMS fiber extracts CBs by the pore filling and
partition effect because of their micropores and hydrophobicity (Sung
kaew et al., 2010). For TCBs, the extraction efficiencies were CAR/PDMS
fiber >PA fiber >PDMS fiber. The result might be attributed to the
relatively small size of TCB and the relatively low hydrophobicity, which
produced a pore filling that was stronger than the partition effect (Zheng
et al., 2018). The result also showed that the partition coefficient of PA
fiber for CBs was higher than that of PDMS fiber. For TeCBs, the
extraction efficiencies were PA fiber >CAR/PDMS fiber >PDMS fiber.
This result might be attributed to the increase in the hydrophobicity and
size of pollutants; therefore, the pore filling may be limited, and the
partition effect may be enhanced (Xiao et al., 2017). With the further
increase in hydrophobicity and size of the CBs, namely, PeCB and HCB,
the extraction efficiencies were PA fiber >PDMS fiber >CAR/PDMS
fiber, which indicated that the partition effect was stronger than the
pore filling effect. These results also showed that the partition coeffi
cient of CAR/PDMS fiber for CBs was lower than that of PDMS fiber and
PA fiber. For the NB-coated fiber, excellent extraction efficiency was
only presented for PeCB and HCB; it was higher than the efficiency of
CAR/PDMS fiber. For NPB-coated fiber, excellent extraction efficiency
for all CBs was shown to be 2.4–52.8 times higher than PDMS fiber,
1.0–11.7 times higher than PA fiber, 3.5–15.1 times higher than
CAR/PDMS fiber, and 4.93–112.2 times higher than NB-coated fiber.
The pore structures of NB and NPB were developed with a high
specific surface area, large pore volume and wide pore size distribution,
especially NPB, based on the characterization of N2 adsorption/
desorption isotherms and TEM. Moreover, the lengths of the CBs ranged
from 0.56 to 0.63 nm, and the widths of the CBs ranged from 0.43 to
0.55 nm, which are less than many pore sizes of NB and NPB. Hence, NB
and NPB could achieve SPME of CBs by the pore filling process (Xiao
et al., 2018). In addition, lots of mesopores in NPB could provide great
mass transfer routes for CBs, and increase the availability of micropores
which could be function as sorption sites. In terms of the pore structure,
NPB may have a substantially higher pore filling capacity of CBs than NB
as it contains a considerably larger number of sorption sites, a stronger
solid surface sorption force and more mass transfer routes (Xiao et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2016b).
As the elemental composition and XPS spectra implied, NPB and NB
contained high N content, which could decrease the surface electron
density and enhance the chemical sorption capacities through the
electron acceptor/donor interaction (Zhang et al., 2019; Zhu et al.,
2018). N1s high-resolution XPS spectra showed that N-5 and N-6 were
transformed into N-X and N-Q after K2CO3 modification of NB. N-Q
could form π− π bond with CBs that further enhance the CBs sorption (Li
et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2018). Moreover, N-Q contained higher
thermal stability than other N species (Zhu et al., 2019). It could in
crease the life span of NPB-coated fiber because thermal desorption
process was needed in SPME application. In addition, NB and NPB
contained graphene structure, which was confirmed by TEM, Raman
spectra and XPS spectra. Therefore, strong π-π stacking between carbon
materials and CBs also have an important role in the SPME of CBs (Tan
et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2019). Moreover, the NPB contained a higher
graphitization degree with a stronger π-π stacking interaction than NB.
Because of high electronegativity of N atom, the π-π stacking between
CBs and graphene structure could be strengthened by abundant N con
tent in NB and NPB (Jin et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2018).
Because of the hydrophobicity of CBs and carbon materials, which
was confirmed by element analysis, XPS spectra and FTIR spectra, the
partition effect is another SPME process (Cheng et al., 2020; Wang et al.,

Fig. 6. Comparison of the extraction efficiency of the NB-coated fiber, NPBcoated fiber and commercial fibers (including polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
fiber, polyacrylate (PA) fiber, and carboxen/PDMS (CAR/PDMS) fiber) for
chlorobenzenes (Absolute Recovery = extraction quantity/total quantity).

N-6 and N-5 were the main N speciation in NB, and their abundance
were substantially greater than that in NPB. N-Q and N-X were the main
N speciation in NPB, and their abundance were substantially greater
than that in NB. Moreover, the abundance of N-6 and N-5 was signifi
cantly decreased during activation process. The results indicated that
K2CO3 modification under high temperature could converted N-6 and
N-5 into N-Q and N-X. The high abundance of N-Q in NPB also confirmed
that K2CO3 modification was a great method for increasing the graphitic
N structures of carbon materials (Xiao et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2015).
The surface functional groups in NB and NPB were further analyzed
by FTIR spectra (Fig. 4). The stretching vibration of hydroxyl groups at
3400 cm− 1, CH2 units in biopolymers at 2921 cm− 1, C˭C at 1590 cm− 1,
O-C˭O at 1425 cm− 1, and C-O at 1125 cm− 1 were observed (Sun et al.,
2020; Poo et al., 2018). Obviously, the surface functional groups in NPB,
such as O-C˭O, C-O and –OH, were substantially lower than those in NB,
which may be attributed to the destruction of the surface functional
groups during activation and the high-temperature treatment (Chen
et al., 2008). The removal of oxygen-containing surface functional
groups also indicated that the surface of NPB was substantially more
hydrophobic than that of NB.
3.2. Surface morphology of the nitrogen-doped porous biochar-coated
fiber
The SEM images showed the lab-made NB-coated fiber and NPBcoated fiber (Fig. 5a and b). NB and NPB were fastened on the surface
of the stainless steel wire. After subtracting the diameter of the stainless
steel fiber (127 µm) from the diameter of the lab-made fibers, coating
thicknesses of 8.5 µm and 10.0 µm for NB and NPB, respectively, were
obtained. Moreover, the SEM images of the lab-made fibers were further
magnified to observe the surface morphology of NB and NPB (Fig. 5c and
d). The size of the NPB particles was larger than that of the NB particles,
which might explain the thicker coating on the NPB-coated fiber. Both
NB particles and NPB particles were heterogeneous, which was consis
tent with the reported carbon materials derived from biomass (Pal
ansooriya et al., 2019; Wang and Wang, 2019). Moreover, the stacking
of NB particles on the surface of stainless steel fiber was more compact
than the NPB particles. This compact stacking might produce fewer
macropores derived from the cracks between NB particles, which limited
the availability of internal NB particles.
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Fig. 7. Effects of desorption temperature (a), stirrer speed (b), extraction temperature (c), NaCl concentration (d), pH (e), and extraction time (f) on the extraction
efficiencies of chlorobenzenes onto the nitrogen-doped porous biochar-coated fiber.

2016b; Chen et al., 2008;). Higher hydrophobicity in NPB may display a
greater partition capacity than NB. Given the results of FTIR spectra, the
chemisorption of CBs by surface functional groups in carbon materials
existed, and the intensity based on NB was higher than that based on
NPB, for which large amounts of surface functional groups were
removed (Sun et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2016b).
These analyses showed that high SPME efficiencies for CBs might be
due to the developed pore structure, N doping, graphene structure and
hydrophobicity of NPB-coated fiber. From TCB to HCB, the difference in
the extraction performance between NPB-coated fiber and other fibers
(PA fiber, PDMS fiber and NB-coated fiber) decreased, which may due to
the slightly limited pore filling effect. Compared with CAR/PDMS fiber,
the advantage of NPB-coated fiber might be its large surface area, wide
pore size distribution, high N doping and graphene structure, which
could provide abundant sorption sites, great mass transfer route and π-π
stacking. Moreover, compared with previously reported SPME fibers
(Liu et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2016a; Liu et al., 2015), NPB-coated fiber
has also shown great extraction efficiency for CBs, absolute recovery
ranged from 75.3% to 86.0%. In addition, compared with the price of
commercial SPME fibers (800 RMB/fiber), the cost of NPB-coated fiber
was extremely low, approximately less than 50 RMB/fiber due to simple
and convenient synthesis of NPB and the subsequent preparation of
NPB-coated fiber. The life span was evaluated, which after 200 cycles by
one NPB-coated fiber, the extraction performance was unchanged. These
results confirmed that NPB-coated fiber could be an extremely suitable
SPME fiber for CBs. Thus, NPB-coated fiber was used to further develop a
trace-level analysis method for CBs in water.

2019). For the desorption temperature, 290–320 ◦ C for 5 min was
investigated for the SPME of CBs using NPB-coated fiber (Fig. 7a). It was
enough to desorb TCB at 290 ◦ C and TeCB, PeCB and HCB at 310 ◦ C,
which might be due to the strong sorption of higher size and hydro
phobicity CBs onto NPB-coated fiber. To ensure complete desorption
and a high life span, desorption temperature of 310 ◦ C was selected for
the SPME of CBs using NPB-coated fiber. The diffusion of CBs in water
may be influenced by stirring. The stirrer speed, which ranged from 0 to
300 rpm, was investigated (Fig. 7b). The extraction performance
increased with an increase in the stirrer speed, and the maximum per
formance was attained at 300 rpm as stirring could have increased the
water/area interface and promoted the diffusion of CBs in water. Hence,
the stirrer speed of 300 rpm was selected for the SPME of CBs using
NPB-coated fiber. For the extraction temperature, 20–80 ◦ C was inves
tigated for the SPME of CBs using NPB-coated fiber (Fig. 7c). For all CBs,
the extraction quantity increased with an increase in the extraction
temperature as higher temperatures could enhance the diffusion rates of
CBs in the gas and liquid phases. Additionally, desorption of CBs on the
NPB coating was low at high extraction temperatures. Moreover, the
water vapour would increase significantly when the temperatures
exceeded 80 ◦ C; these temperatures might reduce the life span of
NPB-coated fiber. Hence, an extraction temperature of 80 ◦ C was
selected for the SPME of CBs using NPB-coated fiber. Salt was always
added to the water sample to increase the SPME performance due to the
salting out effect. The concentration of NaCl at 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 g mL–1
was investigated (Fig. 7d). There was no significant effect that improved
the SPME of CBs as the temperature of 80 ◦ C already enhanced the
volatilization of CBs, which has a role similar to salting out. Hence,
addition of NaCl was not adopted in this study. Moreover, the effect of
pH on the SPME of CBs was also investigated (Fig. 7e). The values of pH
ranged from 3 to 9. There was no significant effect on the SPME of CBs.
For the extraction time, 10–60 min was investigated for the SPME of CBs
using NPB-coated fiber (Fig. 7f). The equilibrium time was 10 min for

3.4. Optimization of the solid phase microextraction conditions using
nitrogen-doped porous biochar-coated fiber
SPME conditions could be further optimized to enhance the extrac
tion performance (Pang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019; Yang et al.,
7
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response/noise response = 3), limits of quantification (LOQs; signal
response/noise response = 10), and relative standard deviations (RSDs),
the determination of seven CBs by NPB-coated fiber and GC-ECD were
investigated and summarized Table 2. R2 was 0.9954–0.9996 in the
linear range of 1–1000 ng L− 1. The LODs ranged from 0.007 to
0.079 ng L− 1, and the LOQs ranged from 0.023 to 0.261 ng L− 1, which
indicated that this developed method was sensitive. The RSDs of intraday and inter-day using one NPB-coated fiber were 2.5–6.5% and
3.1–6.8%, respectively, which indicated great repeatability. Moreover,
the RSDs between five NPB-coated fibers were 3.5–6.3%, which indi
cated excellent reproducibility. These parameters confirmed that the
developed method for the determination of CBs by NPB-coated fiber and
GC-ECD was sensitive and practical. Compared to the reported methods
(Table 3) (Cheng et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019a; Fernandez et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2016a; Liu et al., 2015; Ghasemi and Sillanpää, 2014; Saraji
and Mehrafza, 2014), the developed method was excellent in terms of
extraction time and LODs. Furthermore, this developed method was
better for determining trace levels of CBs in water environments over a
short time.

Table 2
Analytical performance towards chlorobenzenes based on nitrogen-doped
porous biochar-coated fiber.
Analyte

135TCB
124TCB
123TCB
1245TeCB
1234TeCB
PeCB
HCB

Linear
Range
(ng L− 1)

R2

1–1000

LOD
(ng
L− 1)

LOQ
(ng
L− 1 )

RSD (%), n = 5
Intraday

Interday

Fibertofiber

0.9996

0.079

0.261

2.5

6.6

3.5

1–1000

0.9954

0.014

0.046

3.6

3.1

4.6

1–1000

0.9991

0.039

0.129

6.0

6.8

5.2

1–1000

0.9987

0.007

0.023

4.1

4.2

6.1

1–1000

0.9995

0.008

0.026

6.5

4.4

3.9

1–1000
1–1000

0.9991
0.9993

0.015
0.029

0.050
0.096

3.6
4.2

6.1
6.5

3.7
6.3

TCB and 40 min for TeCB, PeCB and HCB. Given that the GC-ECD
analysis time was 12 min, and the response of GC-ECD for CBs was
high, an extraction time of 10 min was selected to enhance the extrac
tion efficiency for the determination of seven CBs.

3.6. Real-sample analysis
Real water samples were collected from the pond of Nanjing Forestry
University and the Taihu Lake of Wuxi, and filtered through a 0.22 µm
membrane before determination. The analysis results were listed in
Table 4. Among the CBs, only HCB was detected: 2.75 ng L− 1 in pond
water and 6.68 ng L− 1 in lake water. To evaluate the accuracy of the

3.5. Method evaluation
To validate the method and analytical performance, including the
linear range, coefficients (R2), limits of detection (LODs; signal

Table 3
Comparison of extraction time and limits of detection of the developed method with those reported studies for determination of chlorobenzenes in water.
Analytes

135-TCB
124-TCB
123-TCB
1245TeCB
1234TeCB
PeCB
HCB

Extraction time (min), Limits of detections (ng L− 1)
This
study

HMIL-SDME
GC-MS
(Fernandez et al.,
2018)

PS-SPME
GC-ECD
(Saraji and Mehrafza,
2014)

NSZ-SPME
GC-MS
(Ghasemi and Sillanpää,
2014)

MMC-SPMEGC-ECD
(Cheng et al.,
2019)

10,
0.079
10,
0.014
10,
0.039
10,
0.007
10,
0.008
10,
0.015
10,
0.029

10, 6

–

≥10, 0.015

50, 0.072

10, 6

5, 1.5

–

50, 0.010

10, 5

–

–

50, 0.023

10, 8

–

–

50, 0.005

10, 4

5, 0.15

–

50, 0.003

10, 6

–

–

50, 0.013

–

–

≥10, 0.1

50, 0.012

HG-SPME
GC-MS
(Wang et al.,
2016a)

MTN-SPME
GC-MS
(Liu et al.,
2015)

PBGO-SPME
GC-MS
(Liu et al.,
2019a)

50, 0.69

50, 0.29

30, 0.31

HMIL hydrophilic magnetic ionic liquid, SDME single-drop microextraction, MS mass spectrometry, PS polysiloxane, NSZ nano-structured ZnO, MMC meso-/micro
porous carbon, HG hierarchical graphene, MTN mesoporous TiO2 nanoparticles, PBGO prussian blue nanoparticles-graphene oxide composite.
Table 4
Real samples analysis of chlorobenzenes in pond water derived from Nanjing Forestry University, and lake water derived from Taihu Lake.
Analytes

Pond Water (Nanjing Forestry University, China)
− 1

Found (ng L )
135-TCB
124-TCB
123-TCB
1245-TeCB
1234-TeCB
PeCB
HCB
a
b

a

–
–
–
–
–
2.75 ± 0.17

Lake Water (Taihu Lake, China)

b

Recovered Concentration (ng L
− 1

− 1

Found (ng L− 1)

), RSD (%)

− 1

− 1

1 (ng L )

10 (ng L )

100 (ng L )

0.94,
0.90,
0.96,
1.05,
1.04,
1.01,
1.04,

5.44
5.39
2.72
3.86
4.72
1.98
2.51

9.59, 2.96
10.39, 2.88
10.28, 6.56
9.05, 6.81
9.53, 2.10
9.46, 3.60
9.77, 1.33

96.81,
94.24,
91.36,
89.55,
96.20,
98.71,
92.15,

2.67
1.57
3.34
3.58
5.28
4.67
2.49

–
–
–
–
–
–
6.68 ± 0.31

Not detected.
Recovered concentration = Detected concentration — Found concentration (unspiked sample).
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Detected Concentration (ng L− 1), RSD (%)
1 (ng L− 1)

10 (ng L− 1)

100 (ng L− 1)

1.01,
0.99,
0.92,
0.97,
0.92,
1.04,
1.02,

9.93, 4.26
9.34, 3.14
10.24, 2.94
9.76, 3.78
10.41, 5.16
10.17, 3.08
9.58, 5.28

92.10, 2.04
96.82, 3.77
102.21, 3.13
100.38, 4.28
98.61, 2.41
94.37, 3.93
96.55, 2.24

2.68
3.26
6.43
4.22
5.63
4.90
3.44
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developed method, a recovery experiment was conducted by spiking
pond and lake water with a standard solution of CBs at concentrations of
1.0 ng L− 1, 10.0 ng L− 1 and 100.0 ng L− 1. The typical chromatogram of
the CBs in the lake water samples was provided in Fig. S2. Table 4 shown
that the recoveries ranged from 89.55% to 105.19%.
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4. Conclusions
A novel NPB was prepared from algae by a facile modification pro
cess at high temperatures. The NPB contained a developed pore struc
ture, high N content, graphene structure, and hydrophobicity, which
could promote the extraction of CBs by pore filling, mass transfer, π-π
stacking, and partition effect. NPB-coated stainless steel wire was
employed as SPME fiber and showed a substantially higher extraction
efficiency than commercial SPME fibers. Using NPB-coated fiber, an
efficient and sensitive detection method for seven CBs in a water envi
ronment was developed by combining headspace-SPME and GC-ECD.
This method exhibited wide linear ranges, low LODs and LOQs, and
great precision and was applied to determine the CBs in the real water
samples with great sensitivity and recovery. This study indicated that
algae-derived NPB has great application potential in environment
remediation, where it is employed as an efficient sorbent or catalyst
carrier to remove organic pollutants and heavy metals. Moreover, it also
can be concluded that lab-made NPB-coated fiber was suitable for
determining other trace-level volatile organic pollutants in the water
samples. However, the improvement in the surface functional group for
algae-derived NPB and the application of NPB-coated fiber in a more
complex environment needs to be further examined in future studies.
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